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Bounds



We device some brands on quantum parameters

We have the following bounds on classical

parameters :

(2) IfX is boregular onn vertises
. 4(X)

(b) 18 / is walk regular, w(X) 31 *
Cetkovi's ~- mo

.
of we eigenvalue.

inertia O(X) min & n-n., -n+ (x)). tre -

↳ound

(d) For any X, x(X) > 1-
in

. Hoffman bound



We prove (c) , the inertia bound . Let A be a weighted

adjacency matrix for X-20 Ai = 0 if ijkE(X) and

A is Hermitian .
Let V() be the subspace of Rar

spanned by the eigenvectors ofA with positive eigenvalues
and let V( be the span of the eigenrestors with

negative eigenvalues. Then USH1VG) -
&

.



suppose 9 is a codique in X and define W to by

the span of the vectorsIn fora in 8.

Claim WV()-WIVf = &

Corollary191min <n-dim (V(t) , n-dim (V(-)]



Next
,
the chromatic number. Let it bea partition

of V(X) with > cells and let P....P, be the diagonal
Ormatrices such that Pin-1 if & only if the vertex u

lies in the ith cell of i. As Pi-Pi , we see

that Pi is a projection . FurtherSP o
land PiP; = 0

if i+j)



Next:

Lemma Let it be a partition of U(X) with c cells.

and with associated projectionsis ... Po. Then

the cells of i are codiques if only if

* P:AP; =0 .
#

i = 1



Now led I be a flat unitary matrix of order <x

and define matrices Upd by

U:=WijP,

Then Un-U, are unitary (also diagonal, but that

plays no role)
Exercise

LemmaPietuie -



This implies the following Exercise

Corollary& PiAP: - UA"- -

This will give the Hoffman bound on x(X)

Theorem x(X) > 1-in
Proof Assume the partition a determines a c-colouring. Then

· = & PiAPi = E HiB4!i



and therefore

A = -", Kidn, e
Use in;

to denote- Hi'U;All, Us . Then

A = M2 + - + Mc

and accordingly imax(A)=mar
0, (A) => 0

, (M2) + .. . + O, (M)
0
.(b)x(-1)0. M



As Me
... Me are similar to A

,
we have ? (Mj) = -0min (A)

and therefore

0, (A)3 -x-10min(A)
:

0x(A)which implies that e41-Tmin(As

Pets (iP(5) ,
ie

1 = i4



Elphich & Weejan

Now for Xq CX). Assume O is a quantum colouring
of X with index d. Leb Bi denote the block

diagonal matrix with projections PisPic as

its blocks. We see that Bi is a projection

As before
,
ledI be a flab type matric.

of order exc and define matrices Up.U

by setting Ui= WiyB;



The projections Bisambe Ind , and are pairwise

orthogonal. The matrices U
..U, are unitary.

Since O is a granbum c colouring
,
we have

Bi (A*IalB: exercise

and so

U: I'll- .



Since (AGI) = 0, (A) & Omax (AeEd) = Omin (A)

we conclude that

Xq(X) > 1- A E



Latin square graphy



Leb ( be an nan Latin square. The vertices

of the Labin square graph are the U triples
si

. j . hip),
with two triples adjacent if they agree on

one coordinate . 16 is strongly regular with

parameters (vi> 30-3, " , 6).



It eigenvales are the valency 30s and the

jeros of
4 - C k-s

P-(n -6t -(n - 9) = xt + 3)(t - (n -3)

in -3 and nos (with multiplicities minute a 3n-3)

Hence

1 + = 1+ =

and therefore x(X)>n.



each column of a Labin square graph determines
exercise : W =h

an n-elique, so w (X(() n.

Any coclique contains at most one verbex from

each column , whence o (X) In

It can be shown that ifL is the multiplication
table of a group , then X(X)=n 0(X)=n .



However ifL is the multiplicationbable

of a cyclic group
of even order

,
then

/) < n
,

and consequently x/X(L)>n.
Question Could L admit a quantum n-colouring.

1 See G& R Section 10. 4 for missing details)



Besharati, Goddyn, Mahmoodian, Morezatefor

anjecture that if L is an non Labin square,

X (2) = n + )
,
n odd;Ent2 n even

They also deduce, from a result of Molloy & Reed,

that X(L) -n - e().



The Kneser graph Rar has (Kdiv) = dar+

but the Hoffman bound is dr
.
We do not

knew X
,
CKdir) -



Orthogonality graphs &
Grassmannians.



We defined the vertices of the orthogonality
graph &(d) to be the unit restors in Da

Two rectors are adjacent if they are

orthogonal. 16 20y are unit rectors in 1

spanning the same line (n-my , 17151) , then

y+ x(3
+
y .



equivalent
Lemma & (d) is homomorphically to the graph

on the 6-dimensional subspaces cana lines)

of C
,
with fines adjacent if they are

exercise
orbhergen al E

Note that in the real case
,

the real case

the map vectors be lines is 2 :1.



In practice it is easy to work with times

are than reckers. If wedo choose to work

with lines , we can represent the time

scanned by the unit vectori by the

projection us . We have

2xx0
, yy
*
) = tr(uxyy= ) = tr(x*y .y

*

2)

- (n,y))2



We define the Grassmann graph 3(d, 2) to

be the graph with the r-dimensional subspaces
of 2d as its vertices

,
with two subspaces

adjacent ifa only the corresponding projections
are orthogonal. (Recall that if P. & 30, then

+- (PG) = <0, a) =0 if & only if PG-0)



We have already worked with the Grassmann

graph. For suppose O is a ranber quantum

colouring of indevd of X and consider the column

Prin

Da
Pn
, y

Each entry is a did projection of rank ,
and hence maps VIX) into U/S(d

.
2)



Further
,
since this is a colmn ofa

quantum colouring, if is; then Pintin = O

and so we have a homomorphism from 1

inbo B(d, v)-



There is a finite analog of 9 (drl.

The Kneser graph Kar has a vertices the

18) subsets of 31 .d ; two risubsets are

adjacent if they are disjoint.

If we use the standard basis vectors

seed as our underling set, each subset

determines an rodimensional subspace, and



disjoint subsets give subspaces with intersection

zero .
So kdir - 4(d. r) - We note two

properties of Kair Sneither trivial)

Cas If diaros
,
then & (Kair) =I" ) Erds KoiRade

<b) If dieres
,
then x(Kdiv) = d-2 Lovas

(We also have Kaka & Kin is the Peterson

graph .
)



TheoremFor any graphX ,
the minimum

value of the sek3 & : -Kair] is the

fractional chromatic number of X. C

It is notobvious that this minimum value

is achieved. (But it is .)

Fractional chromatic number ??



Let X be a graph and letE be the matrix

with the characteristy reckers of the maximal

LincsienGalique -ToSaBiren
is given by adirectory of fersthn , such that

By ? A

and the number of colour basses in Ey.



So x(X) is the value of the integerprogram
min 19y

By =1
4;
- [01

and X+ /) is the value of the linear program

minIt
By

y38



Clearly x
,
() > x(X). Computing Xf (A)

is NP-hard.

If X is vertex transitive , <f(X)= ↑a(X)


